Display Features
DIGITAL HEIGHT ROD: Model HTR-990
Digital Stadiometer Wall-Mount
HTR-990 Digital Stadiometer Wall Mount represents the ultimate
digital stadiometer / height measurement system. The digital height
rod provides unsurpassed 0.001 inch accuracy with choice of output in
inches, centimeters or millimeters. The HTR-990 is a clear choice
when you want the best in height measurement.

 Automatically turns on when
moved.

 Mounted on flexible neck for



optimal viewing
Selectable unit of measure
Selectable decimal places

Made in the
USA

BEFOUR, INC
102 Progress Drive
Saukville, WI 53080
Phone: 800-367-7109
Fax: 262-284-5966
Email: sales@befour.com
www.befour.com

Slide mechanism rides on dual rail / quad bearing track for precise
movement and is counterweighted just like an elevator for effortless
one-finger travel. Digital stadiometer has best-in-class 62" selectable
measurement span and features
no button operation - simply move
the slide to turn on. Display will
automatically turn off after one
minute with no activity. The display
is mounted on a flexible neck for
easy viewing regardless of the
patient's height.
The measurement rail is
constructed of attractive anodized
aluminum for years of dependable
use. The head-piece is constructed in safety-red acrylic with two
convenient handles so that the digital stadiometer can be operated
from either side. included are a 48" calibration level and all necessary
mounting hardware.

FEATURES






Unsurpassed accuracy: ± 0.001 inch
Choice of measurement unit: inch, centimeters, millimeter
Best-in-Class measuring span: Selectable 62” inch (i.e 24” to 86”)
Precision slide mechanism: Rides on dual/quad bearing system
Smooth, effortless travel: Measurement slide has two convenient
handles and is counterweighted. Remains stationary when not in use.

SPECIFICATIONS
Accuracy ......................................... ± 0.001 in (0.003 cm)
Graduation (selectable)
Inch .............................................. 0.1, 0.01, 0.001, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64
Centimeter ................................... 0.1, 0.01, 0.001
Millimeter ...................................... 0.1, 0.01
Measuring Span (selectable) ......... 62 in (158 cm)
Display ............................................ 0.5 in LCD
Power .............................................. (1) CR123 Lithium Battery
Rail Dimensions (HxWxD) ............... 76” x 4.5”x 12” (193 x 11 x 31 cm)
Country of Origin ............................. Made in the USA
Warranty ......................................... 3 years

